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1. INTRODUCTION 
A semigroup is said to be right (left) local if there exists a maximum right (left) 
congruence on S. If a semigroup has a maximum two-sided congruence, then 
it is said to be local. 
In this paper, we deal only with right local semigroups since the corre- 
sponding results for left local are obtained simply by interchanging the words 
“right” and “left” throughout. To facilitate our investigation of right local 
semigroups, we separate them into the following five categories: (i) S not right 
simple but with right invertible elements; (ii) Sz = S, with no right invertible 
elements; (iii) S2 # S; (iv) S right simple with left quasi-zeros; (v) S right 
simple without left quasi-zeros. For right local semigroups of types (i)-(iv) 
we obtain interesting characterization theorems. In particular, it turns out that 
for these semigroups, only a type (ii) right local semigroup does not have a 
maximum right ideal. However, the only type of (ii) right local semigroup is the 
two element left zero semigroup. 
The right local semigroups of type (v) are deeper in nature. We obtain a 
structure theorem for this class and in Section 3 we construct what might be 
called a universal class B of type (v) right local semigroups in the sense that 
every nontrivial type (v) right local semigroup S can be embedded in an S 
belonging to B in such a way that the maximum right congruence on S is the 
restriction of the maximum right congruence on S. 
As a particular case of our investigation, we show that right local monoids are 
exactly those monoids which are ideal extensions of a periodic semigroup I 
by a group, where E(I), the set of idempotents of 1, consists entirely of left 
zeros. 
It is the case that every right local semigroup is local. In fact the maximum 
right congruence is a congruence. On the other hand, not every local semigroup 
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is right or left local. For example, let G and H be groups and suppose that H 
has prime order. For each g E G, h E H define gh = hg = h. Then S = G u H 
is a monoid with maximum ideal H, E(H) # ~zi but S contains no left or right 
zeros. Thus S is neither right nor left local, but S is local. 
Moreover, right local and left local are distinct conditions. For let G be any 
group and I the left zero semigroup on any set with more than one element. 
For each g E G, a E I define ga = ug = a. Then S = G U I is a right local 
monoid which is not left local. 
As for notation, N denotes the natural numbers, Z the integers, S an arbitrary 
semigroup and for a E S, (a) = {a” j n E N}. All remaining notation is 
conventional, as used in [I]. 
2. RIGHT LOCAL SEMIGROUPS 
The following concept is central to the investigation of right local semigroups. 
DEFINITION. An element a of a semigroup S is said to be a left quasi-zero 
of S if (a)% n (a) # @ for all x E S. 
Note that an idempotent is a left quasi-zero iff it is a left zero. 
LEMMA 2.1. Left quasi-zeros are preserved under epimorphisms. 1 
The following lemma is the cornerstone of many proofs: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a E S be an aperiodic left quasi-zero of S. Then S is homo- 
morphic to u nontrivial additive subsemigroup of Z. 
Proof. Let x E S. Since a is a left quasi-zero, there exist k, 6~ N such that 
u”x = UC. 
Suppose k’ and fl are such that 
Without loss of generality, suppose k < k’. Then 
uk’X = &k’-k = &. 
Since a is aperiodic, 8 + k’ - k = 8’. Hence C - k = e’ - k’. 
Define a mapping $: S -+ Z as follows: for each x E S, let 4(x) = 8 - k, 
where k, /C N are such that ukx = &. It is easily checked that + is a homo- 
morphism. Moreover, 4(u) = 1, hence NC 4(S) and + is nontrivial. 4 
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LEMMA 2.3. A cancellative commutative semigroup S has a maximum non- 
trivial group congruence isf S is a cyclic p-group. 
Proof. Clearly, a cyclicp-group has a maximum nontrivial group congruence. 
Conversely, if S has a maximum nontrivial group congruence CL, then there 
exists a unique homomorphism (b from the group of quotients K of S onto S/p 
such that 
commutes. 
We show that Ker 4 is a maximum subgroup of K, whence K and thus 5’ is a 
cyclic p-group. Let H be a proper subgroup of K. Choose g E K\H and let M, 
be a subgroup of K which contains Hand which is maximal with respect to the 
property of not containing g. Then, as shown in [4, Theorem 1.21, the homo- 
morphism S - K/Mg given by 
is an epimorphism and so S -+ S/p factors through S + K/M, . But then 
K -+ K/Mg + S/p must be 4 and so H C M, C Ker 4. m 
COROLLARY 2.4. A cancellative commutative semigroup is local isf it is a cyclic 
p-group. In particular, no additive subsemigroup of Z is local. 
Proof. A cancellative commutative semigroup has a nontrivial group 
congruence, which then refines the maximum congruence (u, which implies that 
p is a group congruence. m 
The following observation, coupled with Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 will be 
of use: (*) The property of being right local is preserved under nontrivial 
epimorphisms. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let a be a left quasi-zero of a right local semigroup S. Then a is 
periodic. 
Proof. Suppose a is aperiodic. By Lemma 2.2, S is homomorphic to a 
nontrivial subsemigroup T of Z. By (*), T is right local, contradicting 
Corollary 2.4. 1 
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The investigation of right local semigroups falls naturally into the following 
five cases: 
(i) S not right simple but with right invertible elements; 
(ii) S2 = S, with no right invertible elements; 
(iii) S2 # S; 
(iv) S right simple with left quasi-zeros; 
(v) S right simple without left quasi-zeros, 
and it is convenient to proceed with our investigations in that order. The notion 
of a right invertible element [3, p. 2181, i.e., a E S is said to be right invertible 
iff US = S, will be useful for the following results. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let S be a type (i) semigroup. If S is right local, then S is the 
disjoint union of a right simple semigroup T, comprised of the right invertible 
elements of S, and a periodic ideal I, comprised of the left quasi-zeros of S. The 
maximum right congruence has two classes, T and I, and is a congruence. 
Conversely, if every element of S is either a left quasi-zero or right invertible, 
then S is right local. 
Proof. Assume S is right local and let T be the set of all right invertible 
elements of S. Then I = S\T # o by assumption, and is clearly a right ideal, 
while T is a subsemigroup of S. 
Now let p be the maximum right congruence of S and assume that I is not a 
two-sided ideal. Then there exists a E T such that ale I. Thus aI = S. Define 
the right congruence pa by 
rp,s iff ar = as. 
Since al = S, there exists y E I such that uy = u2. Hence ypUa. If pa # W, 
the universal congruence, then pa < p and spy. But clearly I is contained in a 
class of p and since aI = S, p = w, a contradiction. Thus pa = w, i.e., for all 
r, s E S, ar = as. Therefore 1 US j = 1 = 1 S /, a contradiction. Hence I is 
two-sided. It now follows that T and I are the two classes of p and that p is 
therefore two-sided. 
Let a E T. Then UT u I is a right ideal of S. Thus aT u I = S and it follows 
that aT = T, proving that T is right simple. 
Let b E I and let H = {x / (b)x n (b) f a}. Consider the principal right 
congruence RH defined by 
x = YW iff H : x = H : y, 
where 
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H . . g = {X I (4 gx n (4 # a} 
={xl@)bgxn(b) f- m> 
= H : bg. 
Thus RH = co. Since RH saturates H, H = S, i.e., for all b E I and x E S, 
(b)x n (b) f- PJ and hence each element of I is a left quasi-zero and therefore 
periodic by Lemma 2.5. 
Conversely, suppose now that each element of 5’ is either right invertible or a 
left quasi-zero. We first prove that the set of left quasi-zeros and the set of 
right invertible elements are disjoint. Let a be a left quasi-zero. Suppose if 
possible that aS = S. Then if a is aperiodic, by Lemma 2.2 there exists a 
homomorphism 4: S -+ 2. Moreover, since aS = S, 4 is an epimorphism. By 
Lemma 2.1, left quasi-zeros are preserved under epimorphisms and the left 
quasi-zeros of 2 are il. Since S is not right simple, there exists a left quasi- 
zero b such that bS # S. Now b = ax for some x E S and xS = S implies 
a.xS = S = bS, a contradiction. Hence xS # S. Thus x is a left quasi-zero. 
But +(b) = +(a) ++(x) and so I-1 = 1 + 4(x). Thus $(x) = 0 or -2, a 
contradiction. Hence a must be periodic, say an = e, an idempotent. 
Now S = aS = anS = eS. Let m E S. Since a is a left quasi-zero, there 
exist ;, j E N such that aim = a j. By multiplying this equation on the left by an 
appropriate power of a, we get em E (a). Thus 
S = eSC(a). 
Hence S = (a). Since S is not right simple, (a) is not a group and aS # S, 
a contradiction. Hence a left quasi-zero is not right invertible. 
We now prove that every left quasi-zero is periodic. For suppose a is a left 
quasi-zero which is not periodic. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a homomorphism 
4: S -+ 2 such that 4(a) = 1. Thus +(a”) = 2 and so by Lemma 2.1, a2 is not 
a left quasi-zero. This implies that a2S = S which is not possible. Thus a is 
periodic. 
Let I be the set of left quasi-zeros and T be the set of right invertible elements. 
We know now that S = T u I, T a subsemigroup and T n I = 0. Moreover, 
if x E S, a E I, axS C aS # S and so I is a right ideal. Suppose if possible 
that for some g E T and a E I, gaS = S. Then there exists s E S such that 
gas = g. i.e., gz = g for some .Z E I. Hence ge = g where Z” = e, e an idem- 
potent. Therefore S = gS = geS = (ge} since ge is a left quasi-zero idempotent 
and hence a left zero. This contradiction establishes that I is a two-sided 
ideal. 
The equivalence relation p whose classes are T and I is clearly a maximal 
congruence. Now let p be a right congruence such that p $ CL. Then there exist 
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g E T, y E I with gpy. But S = gS = gT u gI which implies gI = I. Hence 
there exists x E I such thatgx = y and sogpgxpge, where x” = e is an idempotent. 
But ge is a left zero and gS = S whence spge for all s E S. Thus p = w and so S 
is right local. 1 
Remark. The maximum ideal I is a disjoint union of nil semigroups since 
for all a E I and for all idempotents e E I, an = e iff ae = e. 
One might be tempted, by the nature of left quasi-zeros to conjecture that 
the nil subsemigroups are right ideals. However, let I = {a, b, c, d} with 
multiplication given by 
a 6 c d 
aa a a a 
bb b b b 
c c C C C 
da a b a 
and let M = Il. Then M is a right local monoid with maximum ideal I. The nil 
decomposition of I is N, = {a, d}, Nb = {b}, N, = {cl. Note that N,N, = {a, b}. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let S be a monoid which is not a group. Then S is right local 
iff S = G v I where G = set of right units of S = set of left units of S = set of 
units of S, and I is a periodic ideal every idempotent of which is a left zero. i 
COROLLARY 2.8. A right local monoid S which, is not a group has a minimum 
ideal, namely E(S)\(l), where E(S) denotes the set of idempotents of S. 1 
We make use of the following fact to establish Corollary 2.10. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let S be a monoid which is not a group. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) every right unit is a unit, 
(ii) every left unit is a unit, 
(iii) S = G u I where G is the group of units and I 4 S. m 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let S be a monoid which is not a group. Then S is right 
local ~2 each proper ideal is periodic and every idempotent e # 1 is a left zero. 
Proof. Only if. Immediate consequence of Corollary 2.7. 
If. Let b # 1 and suppose Sb = S. Then there exists a E S such that 
ab = 1 from which we have bab = b. If ba = 1, then b is a unit. Suppose 
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ba # 1. Then ba is a left zero and so b = 6ab = ba E E(S). But 6 = ab2 = 
ab = 1, a contradiction. Hence every left unit is a unit and by Lemma 2.9, 
S = G u I. By hypothesis, I is periodic and each idempotent is a left zero. 
By Corollary 2.7, S is right local. u 
Observe that if S is a right local group, S is a cyclic p-group. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let S be a right local monoid with maximum right con- 
gruence p. Then either 
(i) S is not a group and S/p m (0, I}, or 
(ii) S is a group and S/p is cyclic of prime order. 1 
COROLLARY 2.12. If S is a right local monoid with zero, then E(S) = (0, I} 
and S is an ideal extension of a nil semigroup by a group m 
COROLLARY 2.13. If S is a monoid with zero, then S is right local $f S is 
left local. 1 
COROLLARY 2.14. If S is both right and left local but not a group, then S has 
a zero. I 
The reader will observe that some of the above corollaries are valid for those 
semigroups considered in Theorem 2.6, but for ease of enunciation we have 
refrained from stating the results in their full generality. 
We conclude this sequence of corollaries with: 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let S be a right local monoid which is not a group and let TV 
be its maximum congruence. If X is a left congruence which does not re$ne CL, then 
each class of X contains idempotents. 
Proof. Let A be a left congruence with h < CL. Then there exists a E I, 
the maximum ideal of S, such that 1 = a(h) and so 1 = an(h) for all n EN. 
Thus 1 = e(A) for some e E E(I) whence for each m E S, m = me(A) and 
meE E(I). 1 
Remark. It follows that for any left congruence h which does not refine p*, 
index (A) < / E(I)l. 
We now resume the study of arbitrary right local semigroups. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let S be a type (ii) right local semigroup. Then S is the two 
element left zero semigroup. 
Proof. Let p be the maximum right congruence on S. The first step is to 
show that p has two classes. Let a E S. If a U aS = S then there exist b, c E S 
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such that a = bc since Ss = S. Thus S = bc U bcS C 6.9, which is not possible, 
and so a u aS is a proper right ideal. But then a U aS C p(a) and so ~(a) is a 
right ideal. Since this is true for all a E S, each p class is a right ideal and so p 
has two classes, R, and R, . 
Next, we show that for all a E Ri, aRi = Ri . Let a E R, , whence aRj C Ri . 
If aRj # Ri , then S\(R,\,aRj) is a right ideal for which the right Rees congruence 
does not refine p, which is not possible. Thus aRj = Ri . 
Finally, for any a E S, let +n be the right congruence defined by x = y(&) 
iff ax = ay. Since aR, = aR, , & = W. Thus 1 aS j = 1 for all a E S and so 
/ RI / = 1, / R, 1 = 1 and S is the two element left zero semigroup. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let S be a type (iii) semigroup. Then S is right local zfl S is a 
nil cyclic semigroup. 
Proof. Suppose S is cyclic nil generated by a. Then the congruence p with 
classes {a> and US is clearly the maximum congruence. Conversely, suppose S 
is right local with maximum right congruence CL. Since Ss # S, S\Ss # Q. 
For any A C S\S2, the partition {S” u A, S\(S2 U A)} determines a right 
congruence. Thus / S\S2 / = 1, say S\S2 = {a}. But a U US is a right ideal and 
since a u US is not contained in S2, we must have S = a U US. The classes of p 
are {u} and US. 
We prove that S is right local with maximum congruence 1 1 S. Let p be a 
right congruence of S such that p 4 1 / S. Then Ipa for some a ES. Let j5 
be the restriction of p to S. Then xj%zx for all x E S. Hence in particular ujkz”. 
Thus p is the universal congruence on S from which it follows that p is the 
universal congruence on 9. Thus S is periodic by Corollary 2.7 and each 
idempotent of S is a left zero. Now a u US = S and a” = e, an idempotent 
for some n E A? Thus 
S=aUa2U **- U an-l U eS 
= {a, u2,..., an-l, e}. 1 
THEOREM 2.18. Let S be a type (iv) right local semigroup. Then S is right 
local $ S is a cyclic p-group. 
Proof. Only if. Let a be a left quasi-zero of S. Then a is periodic by 
Lemma 2.5 and S has an idempotent. By [l; p. 381, S is a right group and 
therefore S = G x E, the direct product of a group G and a right zero semi- 
group E. If / G / = 1, then j E 1 = 2 and S is the right zero semigroup of 
order 2, which has no left quasi-zero elements. Thus 1 G 1 > 1. If 1 E 1 > 1, 
the partition {(a, E) / a E G} gives rise to a right congruence pi i: w, and thus 
cc1 < p, where p is the maximum right congruence of S. Similarly, the partition 
{(G, e) ; e E E} gives rise to a right congruence p2 # W, and thus p2 ,< p. But 
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then p1 v p2 = w < CL, a contradiction. Thus I E 1 = 1 and S is a right local 
group, hence a cyclic p-group. 
I$ Obvious since every generator of a cyclic group is a left quasi-zero. 1 
To deal with the final case we need a number of pre-liminary results. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let S be right local with maximum right congruence p. Then ;f a 
is right invertible, axpay implies xpy. 
Proof. Define a right congruence pa as follows: xpay iff axpay. If pa = w, 
then axpay for all x, y E S. Since aS = S, axpa for all x E S and TV = W, a 
contradiction. Thus pLn < TV and axpay implies xpy. 1 
COROLLARY 2.20. If S is right local and right simple, then t.~ is left cancellative. 
LEMMA 2.21. Let S be a semigroup with a right congruence p # w. Then iffor 
some a E S, axpx for all x E S, a is not a left quasi-zero. 
Proof. If axpx for all x E S, in particular a”pa for all 71 E N. Thus (a) C p(a). 
If a is a left quasi-zero, then for any x E S, (a)x n (a) # B and so p(a)x C p(a). 
Therefore xpaxpa and p = w, a contradiction. l 
LEMMA 2.22. (i) If S is a right local semigroup with maximum right con- 
gruence p, then a + a2(p) implies that a is a left quasi-zero. 
(4 IfP (# 1 . u is a right congruence which is left cancellative with respect to a, 
then apa implies that axpx for all x E S and hence a is not a left quasi-zero. 
Proof. (i) Define a right congruence pn by xp,y iff (a)x n (a) y + o . 
Since a $ a2(p), pa = w. In particular, (a)x n (a)a # 0 for all x E S, 
whence a is a left quasi-zero. 
(ii) apa implies axpa2x and, by left cancellation, xpax for all x E S. Hence a 
is not a left quasi-zero by Lemma 2.21. m 
COROLLARY 2.23. If S is right local, right simple with maximum right con- 
gruence p, then apa $f a is not a left quasi-zero. 
LEMMA 2.24. Let S be right local, right simple with maximum right congruence 
p. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) S has no left quasi-zeros, 
(ii) for all a E S, axpx for all x E S, 
(iii) p is a (two-sided) congruence such that for all a, b E S, &a) p(b) C p(b) 
(i.e., p is a right zero congruence) and hence p has two classes. 
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Proof. (i) implies (ii). By C orollary 2.23, aw2 for all a E S and by Lemma 
2.22(ii), axpx for all x E S. 
(ii) implies (iii). For all a, b E S, a&b whence p(u) p(b) C p(b) and p is a 
two-sided congruence. Since p(u) U p(b), S\[p(a) U p(S)] are the two classes of 
a congruence, S = ~(a) U p(b). 
(iii) implies (i). p(b) p(b) C ~(6) f or all b E S implies that each p-class is a 
subsemigroup. Thus (b) C p(b) f or each b E S and so 6 is not a left quasi- 
zero. I 
THEOREM 2.25. Let S be right local right simple without left quasi-zeros and 
let TV be the maximum right congruence. Then TV has two classes L, and L, , each of 
which is a right simple semigroup and a left ideal of S. Moreover, if S has idem- 
potents, S is the two-element right zero semigroup. In any case, t.~ is a (two-sided) 
congruence and S/u is the two-element right zero semigroup. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.24, S = ~(a) u p(b) and 144 cL@) C 44 A4 44 C 
~(a). Thus S/p is the two-element right zero semigroup and p(u) and p(b) are 
left ideals. If S has idempotents (cf. proof of Theorem 2.18), S is the two- 
element right zero semigroup. 
Now let c, d E ~(a). Then since dS = S, there exists x E S such that dx = c. 
Thus dxpd2 and by Corollary 2.20, xpd whence x E ~(a). Therefore dp(u) = p(u). 
Moreover dp(b) = p(b). Thus both ~(a) and p(b) are right simple and for any 
x E S, 44 = 1.44, x/44 = d+ I 
COROLLARY 2.26. If S is a right local semigroup with maximum right con- 
gruence CL, then TV is a two-sided congruence. 1 
3. TYPE (v) RIGHT LOCAL SEMIGROUPS 
We proceed now to construct a class B of right simple, right local semigroups 
without left quasi-zeros and show that every nontrivial (no idempotents) type (v) 
right local semigroup S can be embedded in an S belonging to this class in such 
a way that the maximum right congruence on S is the restriction to S of the 
maximum right congruence on S. 
The construction procedure that we use is a modification of that introduced 
by Teissier [2; p. 861. Our first step, however, will be to modify the Baer-Levi 
construction to produce a class of right cancellative right local type (v) semi- 
groups. 
Let p be an infinite cardinal and let A be a set such that / A / = p. 
Let I(A) be the semigroup of injective mappings of A into A, and let p be any 
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equivalence relation on A with two classes, say A, and A, , each of cardinality p, 
and set 
Sj={ol~I(A)lA~CAj,/Aj\AolI -p). 
Then S, u S, is a right simple subsemigroup of I(A) without idempotents. 
We denote this modified Baer-Levi semigroup by S = s(A, CL). If S is right 
local, then by 2.18 it has no left quasi-zeros. We now prove that S is right local. 
In order to do this, the following two lemmas will be required: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let CV, /3 E s such that Aa I-I A/3 = o and let y, 6 E Si be such 
that Ay n AS = 0, ! A,\(Ay u AS)] = p. Then there exists o E s such that 
au =- y and pa = 6. 
Proof. We have two partitions of A, namely, {Aor, AB, A\(Aol u A@} and 
{Ay, AS, A\(Ay U AS)). We define a map CC A ---f A in three stages: 
(9 0 I Aa, 
(ii) u ; A& 
(iii) u 1 A\(Am u A@. 
(i) Let x E Aol, say x = you. Define xu = yy. Then for ally E A, yolo = yy. 
Since 01 and y are injective, CJ / Aor is injective and Aw = Ay. 
(ii) Let x E Ap, say x = y/I. Define xu = yy. Thus for ally E A, y/3u = yS. 
As before, A/3u = AS and u i Ap is injective. 
(iii) Since 1 A,\(Ay u AS)i = p, let {Qr , Qa} be a partition of A,\[Ay u AS) 
with / Qi ; = 1 Q, / = p. Let u I A\(AcY u A/3) be any bijection from &~\,(Acx U Ap) 
onto Qi . Then u: A ---f A is injective and Au = Ay u AS U Q1 C Aj . More- 
over, Ai\,Au = Qa hence / Ai\Au ) = p. Thus u E Si and by definition OLU = y 
and /3u = 6. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a, p E 3 such that ACC n Ap = 0 and let y, 6 E Si . Then 
(i) if 1 AS\Ay 1 = p, th ere exists u E 3 such that OI(T = y, A/30 _C AS\Ay, 
and 1 Ai\(A/Ju u Ay 1 = p. 
(ii) if / A,\(Ay u AS)1 = p, then there exists u E s such that O[U = 6, 
A/b n (AS u Ay) = ,@ and / A,\(Apu u AS u Ay)j = p. 
Proof. (i) Partition AS\A y into two subsets Qi and Qa , both of cardinalityp. 
There exists A E S such that Ah = Qi . Apply Lemma 3.1 to the pairs a, p and 6, 
X to obtain u E S such that 01u = y and &J = X. Thus A/?u = AX = Q1 C ASjAy 
and A,\(A@ u Ay) > Qz , whence / Ai\(Apu u Ay)l = p. 
(ii) Partition A,\(Ay u AS) into two subsets Qi and Q2 both of cardinalityp. 
Let h E S be such that Ah = Q1 . Apply Lemma 3.1 to the pairs a, /3 and 6, X 
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to obtain o E S such that (YO = 6 and /3u = h. Thus A@ n (AS U Ay) = 
Q1 n (AS u Ay) = ~zr, while A,\(A/3o u AS U Ay) = Ai\(Ql U AS u Ay) = 
Q2. Hence ) Ai\(A/3u U AS u Ay)! = p. 
THEOREM 3.3. s(A, CL) is right local with maximum right congruence p having 
classes S, and S, . 
Proof. Clearly the partition {S, , S,} defines a right congruence p on S. 
Suppose p is a right congruence which does not refine CL. Then there exist 
ol~S,,B~S~suchthatol~IS(p).Sinceoc~S,,~~S,,AolnAP=~.Let 
y, S E Si . We wish to show y = 6(p) which will be sufficient to prove p = w. 
We consider two cases: (i) / Ai\(AS u Ay)l = p; (ii) 1 A,\(AS u &)I < p. 
(i) By Lemma 3.2(ii), there exists u E S such that OIU = 6, A/b n 
(AS u Ay) = a, / Ai\(A/3u u AS u Ay)l = p. Thus 6 = pa(p). Lemma 3.1 
can be applied to the pairs pa, 6 and y, pu to obtain T E S such that BUT = y and 
ST = /3u. Thus /GUT = 87(p) whence y = S(p). 
(ii) If / Ai\(Ay u AS)1 < p then both / Ay\AS / = p and 1 ASjAy / = p. 
Since 1 AS\Ay 1 = p, by Lemma 3.2(i) there exists u E S such that (YU = y, 
A@ _C AS\Ay, 1 Ai\(Afiu u Ay)j = p. Thus y = /k(p). Lemma 3.2(i) can now 
be applied to the pairs /3u, y and 6, y to obtain r E S such that PUT = S and 
ANT C Ay\AS, 1 A,\(Ay7 U AS)] = p. Thus 6 = y+). If y7 = pa(p), we have 
y = ,Gu = ye = u(p) and the th eorem will be proved. But since Ay7 C Ay\AS 
and Aflu C AS\Ay, we have ANT n Aflu = ,0’ and so A,\(A~T u A/b) 2 
Ai\(Ay7 U AS). Thus 1 Ai\(A& u A/lo)/ = 9. By Lemma 3.1 applied to the 
pairs (Y, ,B and ye, flu, there exists /\ E S such that olX = ye, flh = /?u. Hence 
YT = B4P). I 
Now we modify the Teissier construction in a similar way to obtain right local 
type (v) semigroups which are not, in general, right cancellative. These modified 
Teissier semigroups will form our class B. 
Let p be an infinite cardinal and let A be a set of cardinality p. Let a and TV 
be any equivalence relations on A such that LY. < EL, 1 A/a 1 = p, and / A/p ; = 2. 
Denote the two p classes by A, and A, . Now define Si to be the set of all 
functions f from A to A satisfying 
(i) fof-l = CY; 
(ii) fi A/a --f A/a is injective, where 3 is the obvious map induced by f, 
(iii) Af C A( ; 
(iv> I(Ai14\(44f I = P. 
Finally, define S = s(A, 01, CL) = S, U S, . Thus S is a semigroup under 
composition of mappings, and it is clear that S is right simple without idem- 
potents. Note that if a: is the identity relation, then ??(A, D, CL) = ,!?(A, EL). 
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THEOREM 3.4. 2?(A, CY, p) is a right local type (v) semigroup. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. The candidate for the 
maximum right congruence is p with classes S, and S, . In order to see that this 
congruence is indeed the maximum right congruence, observe that each element 
of S factors uniquely (modulo a choice of standard cross section of a) through 
the modified Baer-Levi semigroup S(A/(U, p/01). For let 0 be any cross section of 
LY. Then the following diagram is commutative: 
A 
where w is the canonical projection map, and fB: A/or + A is defined by &a) 
equals t?(n) if iif”-’ = @, and Af n H otherwise. Any difficulties that might be 
encountered would come from the right cancellative component 3, and not 
from the relatively trivialf* component. But the preceding results show how to 
manipulate the f^ component and the proof follows easily from such consider- 
ations. 1 
Finally, we show that a nontrivial right local type (v) semigroup can be 
embedded in a modified Teissier semigroup. Let S be a type (v) right local 
semigroup and denote by (Y the finest right cancellative congruence on S, i.e., 
a = b(or) iff ax = bx for all x E S. Since S is nontrivial, S has no idempotents, 
which is to say that a: # w and so x < ,u. Extend OL to 9 by defining a(l) = {I}. 
Extend the maximum right congruence p to an equivalence relation on S by 
choosing a E S and defining ~(1) = p(a). Th en as equivalence relations on 
A = 9, CL < TV and A/or is infinite, 1 A/p / = 2. 
THEOREM 3.5. A right local type (v) semigroup S can be embedded in a modajied 
Teissier semigroup ,!? in such a way that the maximum right congruence on S is the 
restriction to S of the maximum right congruence on 3. 
Proof. Let S = S(S, 01, CL), and define the embedding to be the extended 
right regular representation of S. It is a simple matter to show that for all 
a E S, pa E S. Of the requirements (i)-(’ ) iv , as listed after Theorem 3.3, only (iv) 
is perhaps not immediate, but it follows by observing that in the proof of 
Lemma 8.4 [2, p. 831, (S/a)+ is contained in the desired ~/OL class. 1 
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